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BACKGROUND

THE COMPANY

Faviana is a celebrated evening wear New York City designer who has distinguished itself over the years as a leader in the 
industry for creating designer evening dresses, prom dresses, and special occasion dresses for the fashion smart consumer.

THE PROBLEM

- Faviana was struggling to grow its online presence 
- The brand failed to convert online visitors to retail stores
- The company was not selling enough prom dresses

Despite engaging other marketing companies, Faviana struggled to grow organic search traffic for their specific targeted
audience, girls 13 to 18 years old. 

THE GOAL: Drive more visitors of the target audience to the website

“I want the girls asking for a Faviana dress when walking in the store.” - Omid Pourmoradi CEO
         
In March 2012, BrandWire conducted an extensive analysis that raised several solutions, but BrandWire settled on the 
following three strategies:
             
           
           -  Increase Faviana’s visibility in organic search
             -  Increase Faviana’s brand reputation
           -  Build Faviana’s online community  
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INCREASE FAVIANA’S VISIBILITY IN ORGANIC SEARCH

BrandWire’s priority was to increase Faviana’s website visibility in organic search because organic search accounts for 
70% of visitor traffic.

BrandWire built a specific SEO campaign targeting the correct demographic for prom dresses:
- 13 to 18 year old girls

After completing an extensive keyword analysis related to the target audience, BrandWire conducted:
- A link building campaign that increased the website’s authority for search engines
- An on-page optimization campaign to match the target audience research behavior

RESULTS

Faviana’s ranking dramatically improved:
        Rank #26 to #3 for “prom dress”
       Rank #25 to #2 for “prom dresses” 

Organic traffic increased significantly from February 2012 to February 2013:

       560% more visits for “prom dress”
        520% more visits for “prom dresses”
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After BrandWire re-designed Faviana’s website, the average duration of each visit increased by 30% for “prom dress” 
keyword. 
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INCREASE FAVIANA’S BRAND REPUTATION

BrandWire produced press releases aimed at growing web site visibility to the targeted audience.

BrandWire  leveraged Faviana’s global communication strategy by conducting a targeted public relations campaign which
was successful because:
- BrandWire conducted extensive keyword research prior to creating each press release and
- BrandWire committed to writing four highly targeted and optimized press releases each month.

BrandWire’s strategy successfully delivered Faviana’s brand message to a larger audience of teenage girls.

Press releases were picked up and mentioned by hundreds of publications including OK Magazine, Teen Vogue and the Wall
Street Journal (see Appendix).

Through the Public Relations campaign, BrandWire successfully:

- Delivered Faviana’s brand message to its target audience
- Raised Faviana’s brand awareness    
- Increased the brand’s reputation within the fashion industry
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Facebook Twitter YouTube Instagram Pinterest

2013 13,679 4,029 421,512 10,800 749

+% +154% +61% +40% N/A* N/A*

BUILD FAVIANA’S ONLINE COMMUNITY

BrandWire optimized Faviana’s marketing strategy by focussing outreach on their target audience - teenage girls.

With an analytical insight of fashion trends and teenage girls’ behavior, BrandWire:

- Created a content plan and delivered quality content to increase interest in the Faviana brand.  
- Designed targeted contests with incentives that engaged and improved audience retention rates. 
- Promoted targeted content to increase Faviana’s message outreach.

Results show that the target audience has been reached as:

- Most Instagram users are between the ages of 12 and 18 - which is in line with the target audience BrandWire identified.
  For Comparison, Faviana has more than 20 times as many Instagram followers as the prom market leader, Jovani as of     
  March 2013.
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 * BrandWire created Instagram and Pinterest accounts for Faviana



- According to Facebook’s demographic data, BrandWire increased Faviana’s brand awareness and engagement of the
target audience. The data show that 46.8% of Faviana’s Facebook audience are girls between the ages 13 and 17.

The results after 6 months - Faviana reached 525% more people on a monthly basis. 
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CONCLUSION

As a direct result of BrandWire’s strategy, Faviana significantly improved their online exposure through:

- Performing an extensive situational analysis of Faviana’s brand challenges
- Researching the target audience’s online behavioral trends
- Applying cutting-edge digital marketing methods

BrandWire exceeded Faviana’s expectations by: 

- Increasing Faviana’s visibility in organic search
- Improving Faviana’s brand reputation
- Building Faviana’s brand community

“I am extremely pleased with the results from BrandWire’s online strategy. Their efforts have directly resulted in a 20% 
increase in orders from retailers this year over last.”

                       - Omid Pourmoradi CEO
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APPENDIX
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ABOUT US

BrandWire NYC is a digital marketing agency located on Madison Avenue, New York. The agency’s multicultural team is 
able to offer unique services for French companies looking to establish themselves in the American marketplace. 

BrandWire 
- Connects brand messaging and values with potential customers 
- Leverages the latest online marketing channels to target ONLY prospective customers 
- Allocates marketing budget efficiently, so no marketing dollar is wasted. 
- Monitors progress with a unique tracking system which makes the agency accountable to its clients.

BrandWire NYC
275 Madison Avenue, 4th Floor
New York 10016

Phone: 212-878-6616
Email: info@brandwirenyc.com

Copyright © 2013 BrandWireNYC
Readers are free to distribute this report within their own organizations, provided the BrandWireNYC footer at the bottom of every page is also present.
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